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1. INTRODUCTION
Terratec is a total supplier of georeferenced data operating a wide selection of advanced
sensor systems for data collection using different platforms. Among these are laser scanning
systems installed on helicopters and vehicles optimized for capturing high resolution, high
precision, point cloud data along corridors such as road and railroad.
One of the traditional products derived from laser scanning is a digital terrain model (DTM),
in the form of a Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN), used for planning and analysis
purposes.
The quality of the resulting DTM is first and foremost dependent on the quality of the point
cloud data used in generation. When we speak of quality in this sense, we do not only
consider the georeferenced precision of points, but just as important is the completeness
and level of details of the point cloud.
This report seeks to document the advantages the two methods of data collection represents
in generation of digital terrain models, with a focus on side terrain of road surfaces.

2. DATA USED IN COMPARISON
A road corridor along OV 1040 from Svinesund and southward has been laser scanned using
both a helicopter borne system and a mobile mapping system. The helicopter borne system
used for data collection is the MIDAR-H, a custom-built sensor system acquired in 2016,
and the mobile mapping system is the Optech Lynx SG-1. For detailed specifications of the
sensor systems, see reports from chapter 2 and chapter 5*
When comparing datasets, it is essential to gather as much information about the data as
possible, to better explain the differences seen.
Laser scanning with MIDAR-H was executed October 28th, 2016, and mobile mapping no
more than two weeks later, on November 10th, 2016.
We know that one common challenge in the technology of laser scanning is the penetration
of laser pulses in dense vegetation. As both datasets have been captured close by in time the
datasets form a good base for comparison as the vegetation conditions should be quite
comparable.
Another relevant key information is the expected precision of the two different methods.
First of all, we need to consider the range measurement precision specified by the sensor
providers. We know that it is better on Optech Lynx SG-1 than on the laser scanners used in
MIDAR-H (Riegl VUX-1LR), being respectively 0,5 cm and 1,0 cm. The final positional
accuracy, relative to a given reference system, will additionally depend on positioning
systems, GNSS conditions and use of land surveyed adjustment points.

________________________
*REPORT 2A, Optimalisering av Mobile Mapping produksjon
*REPORT 5A, Products and quality achievable by helicopter borne data capture using
Terratec custom-built system MIDAR-H
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3. METHOD IN ANALYSIS
3.1.

Classification of terrain in point clouds

A digital terrain model is a simplified representation of the terrain surface. To provide the
necessary basis for analyzing the two laser scanning systems with respect to terrain models,
the available datasets have both undergone a necessary process of ground classification
using Terrasolid software to filtrate points on terrain.
3.2.

Distance computation and visualization

The standard format for delivery of point cloud data is LAS or the equivalent compressed
version LAZ. By using an internal binary format of Terrasolid in our production, we are
given the possibility to assign additional information to each point, such as distance per
point.
For the task of evaluating terrain models we calculate the distance of a terrain point from
Optech Lynx SG-1 as a DZ value relative to the interpolated terrain height generated by the
terrain points from MIDAR-H, and vice versa. Easier explained; the height above the other
terrain model.
This additional information about the points is useful in analyzing and illustrating the
differences between the two datasets. The idea is presented in Figure 1, where a color bar
representation illustrates the differences seen in the top view with classified ground points
from Optech Lynx. Positive values describe higher elevations of the point cloud from Optech
Lynx SG-1 than the MIDAR-H point cloud.

Figure 1. Terrain point from Optech Lynx SG-1 illustrated by elevation difference from MIDAR-H.
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As expected by the positional precision of the two systems, figure 1 shows that road surfaces
in the terrain models are well coinciding. However, the effects seen on the eastern side of the
road surface are worth investigating and discussing.
Therefore, this report will focus on the differences in terrain outside hard surfaces and will
be based on findings using the distance methods described, as well as our knowledge
acquired by experience in using our sensor systems and laser scanning technology in
general.

4. ADVANTAGES BY USING HELICOPTERBORNE SYSTEM
4.1.

Corridor width and coverage

One limiting factor when capturing point cloud data using a laser scanning system mounted
on a vehicle is the sightline of the system. Measurements can be collected only up to the first
obstacle seen in the straight line from the sensor head of the laser scanner in the
measurement direction. For example, measurements of the terrain or other objects behind a
continuous concrete wall or dense hedge is not possible. Figure 2 shows the point cloud of
terrain from Optech Lynx SG-1 (orange) and additional coverage from MIDAR-H (cyan).
Terrain behind obstacle (a hedge) is not possible to measure by mobile mapping.

Figure 2. Coverage gap of mobile mapping due to obstacle. Points above defines position of the sensor.
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In open flat areas, the limiting factor of mobile mapping coverage will theoretically be the
specified maximum measurement range of the system (250 m), however in practice the
corridor is limited based on comprehensive experience of the data, meaning to the extent we
trust the given measurements from the system to fulfil our positioning requirements. The
further from the sensor head, the more challenging to get a distinct return of the laser signal
due to a sharp measuring angle, resulting in a less precise positioning. Experience shows
that a reasonable expectation is 20-30 m coverage depending on surroundings.
Compared to the mobile mapping, using a helicopter borne system provides a completely
different sightline; from above. This reduces data gaps due to obstacles as seen in mobile
mapping. The MIDAR-H is especially beneficial it is an integration of two laser scanners,
and the orientation of these scanners in respect to each other is optimized to provide as good
coverage as possible, see report from chapter 5*.
Corridor width of data coverage captured from air depends on the technical specifications of
the laser scanning system used. Commonly for all available airborne sensors the width will
vary with the flying altitude above terrain. The laser scanners used in MIDAR-H
theoretically captures data in a 330 degrees view. However, like with mobile mapping, too
sharp measuring angle should be avoided since such measurements are less reliable. In
practice, the effective width of data coverage used is approximately equal to the flying
height. As this test flight is executed from an elevation of 150 m we have collected data in a
corridor width of approximately 150 m.
Although the corridor width will narrow by higher terrain, it is still a major advantage
compared to mobile mapping as seen is that the corridor width with MIDAR-H is close to
fixed and not as dependant on the terrain and situation as with mobile mapping.

________________________
*REPORT 5A, Products and quality achievable by helicopter borne data capture using
Terratec custom-buildt system MIDAR-H
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Figure 3. Corridor width of terrain model from mobile mapping (orange) and additional coverage from
helicopter borne system (cyan). The points above the road surface in the lower section view illustrates the
position of the sensor head.

4.2.

Sightline in fill slope

Due to scan angle; when capturing data with mobile mapping systems there will be a
limitation of the visibility of fill slopes based on their steepness. This area was clearly
identified as a challenge in Figure 1 where the methods of distance was illustrated.
If the fill slope is covered by vegetation, the resulting point cloud from mobile mapping
might present a false terrain model generated by the lowest visible vegetation points from
the given angle.
An example is presented in figure 4. The upper figure presents the faulty terrain points from
the lowest visible vegetation, measured by mobile mapping (orange), with the actual terrain
measured with MIDAR-H (cyan). The lower figure presents the terrain points of mobile
mapping based on their DZ relative to the terrain model generated by classified terrain
points from MIDAR-H. The purple point illustrates a height difference of more than 1m.
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Figure 4. Better sightline in fill slope from MIDAR-H.

It is a crucial factor to identify these problem areas in mobile mapping to prevent faults in
the terrain model as such continuous fill slopes can generate large errors in mass
calculations. In practice, the resulting terrain model of mobile mapping will in such
scenarios include a gap, and identify the need for supplementary survey.
The advantageous sightline from above makes MIDAR-H a more reliable solution in areas
where we generally expect the fill slopes to be steep and the need for supplementary survey
to be large.
The same idea goes for all other areas lacking a direct sightline from the road surface from
where mobile mapping data capture is collected. Such areas will include bridges and nearby
terrain of these, although only an issue for bridges where it is only possible to drive on top of
the actual bridge, such as Svinesund bridge in the north of the test area.

4.3.

Terrain in distance from scanner

The concept presented in 4.2 Sightline in fill slope will affect the DTM from mobile mapping
also further from the laser scanner. In hilly terrain depressions in distance from the road
surface will be correctly measured by MIDAR-H, whereas the terrain variations will be out
of sightline for Optech Lynx. Figure 5 illustrates terrain points of MIDAR-H by DZ relative
to the terrain model generated by terrain points from Optech Lynx SG-1 (triangular mesh).
Depressions in distance of scanner will not be described in terrain model using mobile
mapping.
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Figure 5. Depressions in terrain not described by terrain model using mobile mapping.

The overall picture shows the DTM from mobile mapping tend to be higher in distance from
road surface. Thus, the laser signal is less penetrative in vegetation, most likely due to the
scan angle. Figure 6 shows an overview where yellow and red points are terrain points from
Optech Lynx illustration a higher elevation that MIDAR-H.

Figure 6. Overview of terrain elevation of relative to Optech Lynx SG-1 relative to MIDAR-H.

5. ADVANTAGES BY USING MOBILE MAPPING
Whilst chapter 4 focused on the advantages of helicopter borne data capture with MIDARH, we will now look further into the benefits of using a mobile mapping system, Lynx
Optech, as data collection method for terrain models.
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5.1.

Degree of details

The level of detail of the point cloud, and hereby the level of detail of the resulting DTM
generated by the point cloud, is dependent on the resolution of the data; often
communicated as point density, measured as points per square meter.
The possible point density is given by the technical specification of the system, and the
parameters set in data capture. Further it’s dependent on the flying/ driving speed,
meaning; the lower speed the higher resulting density, as the pulses transmitted from the
laser scanner are distributed within a smaller area.
The resulting point density of mobile mapping with Optech Lynx, one drive pass captured at
speed 60 kmph, is approximately 3000 points per square meter. The corresponding point
density with one flight using helicopter borne MIDAR-H at 40 knots at a flying altitude of
150 m is approximately 90 points per square meter.
One other key factor when measuring sharp details is the footprint size of the laser signal as
it hits the ground or object to be measured. The laser pulse transmitted will form a cone due
to divergence of the signal. A large footprint size will tend to smear or smooth the details of
the measured objects as the reflection will be less distinct.
From a flying altitude of 150m the footprint of the laser pulse from MIDAR-H will be 7,5 cm
when measuring objects on ground, whereas the corresponding footprint of the signal from
Optech Lynx SG-1 will be of sub centimeter level.
The differences in footprint and point density will appear as an obvious advantage of using
Optech Lynx SG-1 in degree of detail. Figure 7 presents a section of point clouds from parts
of the road with curb stone, where upper view is Optech Lynx SG-1 and lower view is
MIDAR-H. The density seen of mobile mapping makes it possible to automate extraction of
break lines in road corridors, for example along curb stones.
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Figure 7. Level of details of curb stone in point cloud from Optech Lynx SG-1 (upper view) and MIDAR-H (lower
view).

5.2.

Sightline in cut slope

In need of precise modelling and calculations of masses in steep cut slope, the sightline from
mobile mapping system is more advantageous than an airborne system. With the integration
of two laser scanners the MIDAR-H gives a good coverage in steeper terrain, however, areas
with overhanging terrain will not be measured correctly from air. These areas are more
beneficial to capture using mobile mapping as every detail of the rock face is measured
precisely.
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Figure 8. Overhanging terrain measured by Optech Lynx SG-1 (upper view) and MIDAR-H (lower view).

5.3.

High detail road surface models

This report has mainly focused on the digital terrain model. When speaking of benefits using
the mobile mapping system, it is worth mentioning high detailed road surface models as a
possible product with data acquired by mobile mapping. These models can be used in road
condition and drainage analysis. For further details, see report from chapter 7*.

6. COMBINED SOLUTION
In areas where data capture is executed using both an airborne system and mobile mapping,
there are some obvious additional advantages. First and foremost, we will likely be granted a
complete coverage as the sightlines of the two different systems fulfil each other.
Secondly, the two datasets will function as an excellent quality control of the terrain model
represented by the other dataset, and the discussed issues will easily be identified and solved
for. In generation of DTM, using both datasets give us the possibility to actively choose the
dataset best representing the terrain at every given area.
A good knowledge of the given datasets is necessary to make the correct decisions.
When selecting data from hard surfaces, point cloud from Optech Lynx SG-1 is favorable
over MIDAR-H due to the higher measuring precision and level of details on sharp terrain
formations.

_______________________
*REPORT 7B, Automatiserad vägytemätning
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Like previously stated, one common challenge in laser scanning of terrain is the penetration
of laser pulses through dense low vegetation. In a scenario of height differences between the
datasets, it is generally safe to say the lowest dataset is the most correct if the differences are
seen in vegetated areas.
In this specific test data set we could see some problems related to vegetation (for example
illustrated in Figure 1), but we should keep in mind that data capture was executed in the
late fall, a rather favorable part of the year in regards of vegetation. Most scenarios showed
DTM from mobile mapping to be higher than the DTM from MIDAR-H, especially at
distances further away from the road.
To generate combined DTMs using both systems in a more efficient way, Terratec is
developing semi-automatic methods to select the best fit dataset in every given area.

7. SUMMARY
Both laser scanning systems introduced, the helicopter borne MIDAR-H and the mobile
mapping system Optech Lynx SG-1, possess interesting qualities in generation of DTMs.
The major benefit with the MIDAR-H is the higher degree of certainty of data coverage,
being less dependent on the close by situation and terrain variations as Lynx Optech SG-1.
Especially the steepness of fill slopes needs to be considered when executing mobile
mapping as these areas usually are within construction zones of projects and therefore
highly dependent on a precise DTM.
Mobile mapping, on the other hand, is first and foremost the preferred method when in
need of data with a high level of details, and especially when comprehensive vectorization as
a substitute to traditional land surveying is requested, see report from chapter 5*. On hard
surfaces, the preferred solution is mobile mapping, whilst in terrain helicopter borne data
capture more beneficial due to the more optimal sightline from above.
In projects demanding high accuracy and without the possibility to compromise on any of
the above factors, combining the methods in data collection will make it possible to
optimize the DTM by using the data from the different sensor where most applicable. This
will secure a complete DTM with high precision and high level of details. Data collection
using both systems will also provide added value in form of additional datasets, such as 360degree images captured by mobile mapping, and oblique images as well as from MIDAR-H.
For more details on the sensor systems, see reports from chapter 2 and chapter 5**

________________________
*REPORT 5C, Comparison of road surface analysis and vectorization from helicopter borne system
and mobile mapping
**REPORT 2A, Optimalisering av Mobile Mapping produksjon
**REPORT 5A, Products and quality achievable by helicopter borne data capture using Terratec
custom-buildt system MIDAR-H
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